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NOTICE TO APPLICANTS OF VIDEO FILMS
REGARDING ONLINE SCREENINGS BY CBFC cOMMITTEES
Date:

15.4.2021

The ongoing COVID-19 crisis in India and the extraordinary challenges it has posed to our film
fraternity, has driven us in CBFC to make some procedural change for this period, to help out
people approaching us for certification, without unduly putting them at risk and also securing the
health of our panel members and staff.

In this connection, it has been decided to provide option of online upload on Vimeo platform,
to Applicants of Video Films over 10 minutes duration (including Long Films ie. Films over
72 minutes), while presenting those to CBFC Committees across different CBFC offices. Online
screening would be followed by telephonic hearing to the Applicants. This would help in
minimizing visits of Applicants/representatives and Committee members to Office-places, thereby
reducing infection risk to them. Online upload facility (on e-cinepramaan portal) is already
provided to Short Films upto 10 minutes duration, and will continue to operate as earlier.

This new facility would be valid till the time CEO, CBFC is satisfied that the Coronavirus infection
risk is substantially reduced in the region of respective CBFC Office and the regular system of
Films' screenings at office-space can be resumed.
Also it is 'optional, and therefore those Applicants who are willing to wait till the time regular
screenings in CBFC offices are resumed, can do so without risk of getting their Applications
cancelled.

If the applicants of Theatrical Films wish to exhibit their films directly on TV/Satellite, they can
separately apply under Video Films category and then the Film can be examined through the
above facility.
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Annexure

Undertaking regarding online screening to be submitted by Applicants
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